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Abstract 
Late in 2019 film studies lost two of its founding members that help define the field as a discipline with their 
work in the last 50 years. Thomas Elsaesser was one of the founding members of the editorial board of CINEJ 
Cinema Journal. His contribution to the study of German Cinema, founding of Amsterdam School of Cultural 
Studies and training of countless PhD students in the field will be a long-lasting legacy for this giant figure of 
cinema and media studies. Peter Wollen will be remembered for his Signs and Meaning in the Cinema and as 
the father of structuralism in film studies. Along with his partner Laura Mulvey he will also be remembered as 
a pioneering experimental media producer. 
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Remembering Thomas Elsaesser and Peter Wollen  
 
Murat Akser 

There are only a handful of film theorists that are celebrated while alive and revered after 

their passing (Eyuboglu 2014). Late in 2019 film studies lost two of its founding members that 

defined it as a discipline in the last 50 years. Thomas Elsaesser (1943-2019) was one of the 

founding members of the editorial board of CINEJ Cinema Journal. His contributions include a 

thorough study of German Cinema through several monographs (Elsaesser 1996; Elsaesser 2013), 

a very influential film theory book (Elsaesser and Hagener 2015), the founding of Amsterdam 

School of Cultural Studies and the training of countless PhD students in the field. All these efforts 

and more will be a long-lasting legacy for this giant figure of cinema and media studies. We also 

lost Peter Wollen (1938-2019) who perhaps will be remembered most for his Signs and Meaning 

in the Cinema. Wollen's work is not limited to the study of structuralism in film studies though he 

will most definitely be remembered as the father of this approach. Along with his partner Laura 

Mulvey Wollen will also be remembered as a pioneering experimental media producer. 

 After his passing there have been detailed reviews of Thomas Elsaesser's contribution. His 

work and influence in film studies have been explained in great detail in a special issue of NECSUS 

(Hagener 2019;Pisters 2019) and in other venues (Buckland 2020). For our part, we are thankful 

that Thomas was one of the founding editorial board members of CINEJ Cinema Journal. He 

accepted the odd article review request with great professionalism and dedication. The meeting of 

a young film scholar with a giant figure like Elsaesser for the first time is both a scholarly and 

personal interaction at an enormous scale. I have first read his Tales of Sound and Fury article in 

1999 as part of York University's MA in Film and Video class. Later I was teaching the same 

article through course like Film, Media and Society at York. With my first full time film lecturer 
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position at KHU, we were able to invite him to deliver one of the keynotes at New Directions in 

Turkish Film Studies conference. We are also aware of his enormous contribution in supporting 

and supervision some of our colleagues like Melis Behlil whose work reflects some of the 

methodological approaches Elsaesser developed over his career (Behlil 2005; Behlil 2016). My 

work on independent cinema (Akser 2015), film genres (Akser 2010) film festivals, and national 

cultures/national cinemas (Akser and Durak-Akser 2017; Dinc and Akser 2019) is influenced by 

his work (Elsaesser 1989; Elsaesser 2018). Some of the daring young scholar work on CINEJ and 

other alternative film journals are also inspired by Elsaesser's work (see Akser 2012; Varmazi and 

Erensoy 2017; Dönmez 2018; Erensoy 2018; Ozduzen 2018; Cerrahoğlu Zıraman 2019; Köksal 

and Baykan 2020). 

 

                           Thomas Elsaesser (1943-2019)                   Wollen's classic book 

Peter Wollen is celebrated as a film theorist (Wollen 1972; Wollen 1976; Wollen 1999) 

and also as an art historian and filmmaker. His work with former partner Laura Mulvey like The 

Riddles of the Sphynx is celebrated among art house cinema. His work encompassed elements of 

popular culture (Wollen 1993b), British cinema (Wollen 1993a; Wollen 2002) and music video 

(Wollen 1986). Wollen's impact on filmmaking and film studies are described in detail in the two 

Sight and Sound essays (Fluke 2019; Miller 2019). 
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Hollyn and Buchbinder Remembered 

There have been more film scholars and practitioners who recently passed at the end of 

2019. One of them was the former film editor and lecturer at USC, Norman Hollyn (Marble 2019) 

who will be remembered for his influential books on editing (Hollyn 2009) and directing (Hollyn 

2008). The other was Amnon Buchbinder who was a screenwriter, film director, lecturer and book 

writer (Buchbinder 2005). Buchbinder was a great advocate for his students and encouraged many 

of them to write feature screenplays some of which he personally directed (like The Fishing Trip 

see Wood 2006). He had a deep impact in the creation of the undergraduate level screenwriting as 

one of the streams at York University's Film Department (CFC Staff 2019; YFile 2019).  

 

Amnon Buchbinder (1958-2019) 

World Developments in Film/Studies 

End of 2019 and the beginning of 2020 presented new challenges to film scholars and 

practitioners like the emergence of the corona virus outbreak that lead to the cancellation of 

conferences like IAMCR 2020 in Beijing and ICA 2020 in Australia. Thousands of film theaters 
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were closed to prevent the spread of the outbreak, with new James Bond film release pushed six 

months further. Some film festivals like Fribourg Film Festival were also cancelled. We are to see 

further impact of the pandemic on both human and artistic levels through 2020 and beyond.  

Early 2020 also saw Parasite from South Korea win major awards at the Oscars which is 

a direct result of the changing of the AMPAS's changing and diverse membership (McCurry and 

Kim 2020). The film will be one of the most studied films of the next decade (Gabilondo 2020). 

The guilty verdict of Harvey Weinstein’s case (Aratani 2020) shows the impact of the #MeToo! 

movement in the USA and around the world (Verhoeven, Coate, & Zemaityte 2019). The 

emergence of new guidelines for nudity for actors (Maguire and Dean 2017; Pulver 2020), new 

scholarships and apprentice programs for women filmmakers across the film industry is a long-

awaited development.  

New Issue of CINEJ 

Volume 8 issue 1 of CINEJ Cinema Journal bring a lineup of high-quality scholarship with 

unique perspectives. Volkan Yucel's Venom: Desiring Machine (Yucel 2020)  focuses on the 

protagonist in Venom (2018). The article debates on the double character of Eddie-Venom and 

traces the Deleuzean desire of this folded identity. John Thomas McGuire's "Man in a Hat: Martin 

Balsam and the Refining of Male Character Acting in American Films, 1957-1976" touches upon 

the screen acting talent of Martin Balsam, a neglected subject and published for the first time in 
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CINEJ (Maguire 2020). Şirin Fulya Erensoy's "Rethinking Pornography within the Context of the 

New French Extremity: The Case of Baise-Moi' discusses the anxieties the film has unearthed in 

relation to the alternative depiction of culturally accepted sexual roles and legitimate applications 

of violent acts, through its subversion of the generic expectations of pornography. Erensoy argues 

that the film, despite being progressive in form, challenging classical narrative structures and 

playing with generic tropes, is inherently a pessimistic film, because of its conservative ending 

that reaffirms the status quo (Erensoy 2020). Leilane Serratine Grubba's 'Cinema, Human Rights 

and Development: The Cinema as a Pedagogical Practice' looks at another neglected area of film 

scholarship, the teaching of human rights through cinema. This article seeks to rethink the 

importance of the cinema as a teaching and learning methodology of Law. To answer the question, 

"why cinema can be used as an important pedagogical practice to teach human rights? the writer 

suggests that cinema manages to generate an emotional participation of the spectator, including 

the student (Grubba 2020).  

Ziya Toprak's 'Performing Heteronormativity: The Discourse of the College Hook up 

Culture and Sexuality' focuses on the college hook up culture and slut discourse. I analyze the 

documentary feature ‘‘Spitting Game: The College Hook Up Culture’’ that present a provocative 

sense of the hook up culture. Drawing from the narratives of students presented in the 
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documentary, Toprak argues that the college hook up culture is bounded with heteronormativity, 

where participants of the culture are performing gender positions available to them (Toprak 2020). 

Paul Animbom Ngong's 'Music and sound in documentary film communication: an exploration of 

Une Affaire de Nègres and Chef!' examines the function of music and sound as important elements 

of documentary film communication in two African films. Focusing particularly on testimonies, 

narrative commentary, filmic silence and music, the study shows how documentary films provide 

a unique medium to engage an audience in a story of facts and provides a unique vehicle for 

information transmission. It is once again a rarely touch upon subject which gives a unique 

exposure to the subject. Omoera and Anyanwu's 'Politics of Succession in Nollywood Films, 

Saworoide and Ikoka' argues that Nollywood filmmakers have good reasons for shying away from 

politics, as interesting as it may be; it creates discomfort for governments as well as for the 

filmmakers. The former on account of their allergy to the truth and the latter on the likelihood of 

their works being confiscated, banned or even risk to life (Ngong 2020).  

Sharrona Pearl's essayistic approach in her 'Deglamming as Estrangement: Ugly in 

Monster, The Hours, and Cake' introduces a brand-new concept in studying stars and their image 

in film studies. Pearl explores female actresses undergoing radical or seemingly radical physical 

transformation in service of a broader kind of career transformation.  She problematizes the simple 

calculation of deglamming, thinking more closely about the ways that celebrity structure raises 
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challenges to actors and especially actresses attempting to engage with against-type characters.  

Pearl turns specifically to three well-known examples of this trend: Charlize Theron in Monster 

(2003), Nicole Kidman in The Hours (2002), and Jennifer Aniston in Cake (2014).  She argues 

that the process we see is not about deglamming (or getting ugly) for its own sake.  Deglamming 

in these cases is a process of estrangement: from beauty, from the celebrity machine, from audience 

expectations.  She draws on screen shots, film reviews and interviews to explore the relationship 

between deglamming and estrangement as a kind of acting and character technique, paying 

particular attention to the stakes for presenting historical characters in biopics (Pearl 2020). 

Finally, Keskin and Baykan in 'Becoming-Animal in the Narrative and the Form of Reha 

Erdem’s Kosmos' argue that Reha Erdem’s movie, Kosmos (2009),  narrativizes the story of an 

odd traveler dervish Kosmos, who has supernatural abilities and an expanded capability of 

communication—one that displays liminal features between human and animal. Through his 

distinctive editing technique, particularly by juxtaposing human and animal faces, the director 

further deconstructs the conceptual boundaries between humanity and animality, revealing the 

inherent connectedness of the two. Hence, this article discloses the consistency between the 

narrative and the form of Kosmos through a close reading based upon the notion of becoming-

animal and its conceptual constituents (Keskin and Baykan 2020). 
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As usual there are two distinctive book reviews and a list of books received at the end of 

the issue. CINEJ is planning to have special sections/special issues through the year. The first two 

will be on Middle Eastern Cinema and New Horror Cinema in 2020. We will be looking forward 

to reading these contributions very soon. 
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